MEET THE TEAM

ACE
Ace is a reporter with a strong sense of duty and integrity who likes to delve deeply into all sorts of stories, occasionally the kind that people try to keep hidden. His methods are quite old-school, which means he's sometimes left in the dark when it comes to technology that could help him. Luckily, Malaika is always there to help him shine a light on the truth.

MALAIZKA
This clued up young woman is Ace's young cousin. She stays with him during the week, while her mother works in the city. She uses portable solar power to charge her cell phone, which she uses to snap pictures, record conversations and quickly type up notes on the go. She always gets the evidence Ace needs.

Together they uncover intriguing stories and solve many mysteries from superstitious curses to local theft syndicates. All the while they spread the knowledge and joy that comes with the ease of using solar power when you're off the grid.
Ace and Malaika are hot on the trail of their latest story...

I can't believe this!

I'm an investigative reporter, not some celeb gossip columnist!

What are you complaining about? You're covering the performance of an up-and-coming entertainer, who is singing at the celebration festivities of a new Chief. It's an honour!

It's a waste of my talent, is what it is.

Besides, you just want to meet Jackson.

Jackson? You mean the chart-topping, 23-year-old pop sensation that's been mesmerising the world with his African synth beats and cool style?

Whatever. I don't... even know his stuff that well.

Well, do you know how I can charge my phone?

I need to call my editor and this bus ride is taking forever.

You can use my portable solar lamp. Unfortunately, I can't get a perfect charge through the window, but it's been getting some sunlight. Better than having no power at all! It should have about 3 hours of battery life now.

Let's hope it doesn't take that long to get there still.

**Solar Tip**

If you leave your portable solar product in indirect sunlight, it will partially charge and will be useable but for less time.
THEY FINALLY REACH THE CHIEF’S HOUSE.

...AT LEAST WE’LL BE STAYING ON THE CHIEF’S PROPERTY.

NOT BAD!

HELLO?

HI, I’M ACE, FROM STAR TIMES, HERE TO COVER THE FESTIVITIES.

SPEAKING OF WHICH, I THOUGHT THE CELEBRATIONS WOULD HAVE STARTED BY NOW.

I GUESS YOU HAVEN’T HEARD.

THE CHIEF’S FAMILY HAVE BEEN FIGHTING WITH THE ENTERTAINMENT MANAGER ALL DAY.

MONEY NEGOTIATIONS, I BET.

OH NO, SIR. MUCH MORE SERIOUS!

THE SINGER’S LUCKY SUIT HAS BEEN STOLEN! IT WAS TAKEN FROM THE HOME OF THE CHIEF. HIS MANAGER SAYS HE WON’T EVEN LEAVE HIS ROOM UNTIL IT IS FOUND. ON TOP OF THAT, WE’VE LOST POWER, SO THE SOUND SYSTEM DOESN’T WORK.

YOU ARE THE ENTERTAINER’S MANAGER!

MAKE HIM PERFORM FOR MY HUSBAND’S CELEBRATIONS!

WITHOUT HIS SUIT? RIDICULOUS! YOU MUST FIND IT. IT WENT MISSING IN YOUR HOME AFTER ALL.

WHAT DOES THAT MEAN? ARE YOU ACCUSING MY BROTHER, THE NEW CHIEF, OF SOMETHING?

YOUR ROOM IS THIS WAY. BUT I DOUBT THERE WILL BE ANY CELEBRATIONS TO REPORT ON TONIGHT.

THAT’S FINE. I THINK I HAVE SOMETHING ELSE TO REPORT ON NOW.
LATER THAT EVENING...

IT'S AWFUL
THAT JACKSON WON'T
BE PERFORMING... I MEAN...
AWFUL FOR THE CHIEF, BUT
I GUESS YOU'LL GET THE
BIG STORY YOU WANTED
AFTER ALL, CUZ.

YES.
I JUST NEED
TO MAKE SOME
QUICK NOTES.

THE KEROSENE
FLAMES ARE REALLY
HURTING MY EYES.

I TOLD
YOU, YOU CAN USE
MY SOLAR POWERED
LAMP!

SOLAR TIP
THE LIGHT FROM A KEROSENE LAMP IS NOT
ALWAYS VERY BRIGHT, SO IT CAN BE BAD FOR
YOUR VISION. PLUS, THE FLAMES CAN CAUSE
YOUR EYES TO ITCH. PORTABLE SOLAR POWER IS THE HEALTHY ALTERNATIVE.

IT'S NOT VERY
BRIGHT.

THIS ONE COMES WITH DIFFERENT
BRIGHTNESS SETTINGS. I JUST
HAVE IT ON DIM TO MAKE IT
LAST LONGER.

SOLAR TIP
IF YOUR PORTABLE SOLAR PRODUCT HAS
DIFFERENT BRIGHTNESS SETTINGS, YOU CAN
CHOOSE TO HAVE A BRIGHT LIGHT, OR YOU CAN
SET IT DIMMER SO THAT IT LASTS LONGER.

AAAAAAAAEEEEEE!!!!

WHAAA...

IT CAME FROM OUTSIDE.
LET'S GO!
I went out to water my vegetables at the far end of the property.

They say it's better to water at night because the sun doesn't have time to take it away again.

Yes, sister.

Who's that?

The Chief's mother.

SHHH!

I lifted my candle and that's when I saw them...

Demon eyes, lit up like fire! A mystical creature on the lawn, close to the shed!

I heard a sound... human, but not quite human.

Family and friends of the Chief, this is an omen!

It is no coincidence that this has happened on a day to celebrate the Chief!

The spirits are warning us against this concert!

That's the Chief's advisor, a prophet.

SHHH!
THE NEXT DAY...

IT'S SO QUIET THIS MORNING. WHERE IS EVERYONE?

KEEPING OUT OF THE YARD, THAT'S FOR SURE.

YOU DON'T BELIEVE IN THIS OMEN BUSINESS, DO YOU?

NO, BUT WE NEED PROOF.

THAT'S WHAT I WAS HOPING YOU'D SAY.

AND YOU ARE? POP SENSATION, JACKSON! THREE-TIME WINNER OF THE COVETED BLAZING AFRICA MUSIC AWARD!

JUST JACKSON WILL DO.

SOON...

YOU WANT US TO SOLVE THIS SO YOU CAN SING? BUT I THOUGHT YOU DIDN'T WANT TO SING?

MY MANAGER THINKS IT'S BAD FOR MY IMAGE TO PERFORM WITHOUT MY SIGNATURE SUIT. BUT I DON'T CARE.

OF COURSE YOU DON'T. YOU'RE THE PEOPLE'S POET!

SO WHY DON'T YOU JUST SING?

YOU HEARD THE PROPHET. I DON'T WANT TO UPSET THE SPIRITS, OR THE CHIEF'S FAMILY.

I THINK I HAVE AN IDEA.
That night...

Should we really be here?

We won't anger the spirits will we?

Then you probably don't want to talk so loudly.

What if the demon creature comes to punish us?

If this creature is responsible for taking your suit then we already know it has a taste for flashy fashion.

Hey! That's my hat.

We need bait!

Now we just wait and watch. If something approaches the hat, the trip wires will activate the solar lamps so we can see the culprit.

How do we know this will work? Solar lamps aren't even that bright!

Now, that's the real mythical monster!
High quality portable solar products give very bright light, and some even have different light settings.

But they don't last long, do they?

I used to have a solar panel, but it never worked. It didn't charge properly.

Mine does. Maybe you didn't charge it properly in direct sunlight.

Solar Tip

If your portable solar product does not charge properly, the solar panel might not be in direct sunlight. Move it from shaded areas or, if it is dirty, simply wipe the solar panel clean to ensure you get a good charge.

Whoa! Something's triggered the trap!

That solar light's so bright! What if we've angered the spirits?

Only one way to find out!
THE NEXT MORNING...

THE REPORTER HAS TRAPPED THE DEMON MONSTER?

WE ARE DOOMED!

HE ASKED US TO MEET HIM IN THE YARD.

CHIEF, ONCE I REVEAL THE CULPRIT BEHIND THESE STRANGE ACTIVITIES, I AM SURE YOU WILL WANT TO START CELEBRATING.

AND JACKSON HAS AGREED TO PERFORM... EVEN WITHOUT HIS SUIT.

PRESENTING YOUR GHOST, OR RATHER...

...YOUR GOAT.

AND SO THE CELEBRATIONS BEGIN...

YOU MUST BE VERY PROUD OF YOURSELF FOR SOLVING THE MYSTERY OF THE MISSING SUIT, YOUNG REPORTER.

THAT I AM, CHIEF. BUT ONE MYSTERY I WILL NEVER GET...

...IS THE MYSTERY OF WHY GIRLS LIKE POP STARS SO MUCH.

HA HA HA!
DID YOU KNOW?

How can solar powered products provide electricity at night, when there isn't any sunshine? The secret is the batteries. Batteries can store the electricity made during the day so you can use it whenever you want. Here are some other solar facts that are interesting to know:

1. It takes less than 9 minutes for sunlight to travel the 150 million kilometres between the sun and the earth.

2. In one hour, the sun provides Earth with more energy than the entire world uses in a year. In 20 days the sun could provide as much power as all of the world’s fossil fuels combined.

3. Food can be cooked or dried and water can be disinfected using solar energy. In fact, when you hang your washing in the sun, you are using solar energy to dry your clothes.

4. Using solar powered products causes no pollution or harmful environmental effects.

5. Solar electricity is used all around the world in many different ways. There are small cells that charge things like phones and lights, and big solar power stations connected to the electric grid – the biggest one in California supplies 160,000 homes with electricity!

6. Plants are the oldest solar energy users in the world. They turn sunlight into chemical energy, which they use to grow.

Here’s another amazing fact: removing salt from sea water is one of the oldest commercial uses of solar energy.

TRUE OR FALSE

1. You cannot use any portable solar products to charge cellphones.
2. Portable solar products need to be left in sunlight to charge properly.
3. You can use candle light to charge a portable solar product.
4. If you charge your portable solar product in direct sunlight for a whole day it will only give you 5 minutes of light.
5. Portable solar lighting provides brighter light than kerosene lamps.
6. Kerosene fumes can hurt your eyes.
7. Some portable solar lights have brightness settings.
Here's how you can use refraction through a water bottle to light up a whole room.

### You Will Need:
- Solar Torch
- Clear Tape
- 2 Litre Clear Bottle Filled With Water
- Dark Room

### Instructions
1. Make sure the solar torch is fully charged.
2. Tape the solar torch to the side of the 2 litre plastic bottle, ensuring the light faces inward. The torch should be about halfway down the side of the bottle.
3. Place the bottle in a dark room, switch on the torch, and light up your life.

### What Happens?
Because the water is more dense than air it causes the light to slow down when it passes through the water. When this happens, the light bends and is spread out in different directions. The process where the path of light changes when passing through a different medium is called refraction.
BUILD A WATER PURIFIER USING SOLAR ENERGY

WATER CAN BE DISINFECTED AND MADE DRINKABLE USING THE RAYS OF THE SUN.

BY DISINFECTING THE WATER ONE CAN PREVENT THINGS LIKE DIARRHOEA WHICH IS ONE OF THE MOST COMMON CAUSES OF DEATH AMONG PEOPLE LIVING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Wash the bottle well the first time you use it.

Fill the bottle with water and close the lid well.

Leave the bottles in direct sunlight all day. They should be left out for a minimum of 6 hours.

The water is now ready for consumption.

IMPORTANT POINTS TO CONSIDER

• The plastic bottles must be transparent and colourless. Heavily scratched bottles must be replaced.
• The bottles must not hold more than 3 litres.
• If the water is very murky, the effectiveness of the method is reduced. To test the water, the filled bottle can be placed on top of a newspaper headline. If the letters of the headline are readable when looking through the water, then the water can be used. If the letters are not readable, the water must be filtered.
• If less than half of the sky is clouded over, 6 hours will be enough to completely disinfect the water.
• If more than half of the sky is covered with clouds, the bottle must be placed in the sun for 2 consecutive days.
• The method does not work satisfactorily during lengthy periods of rain. On these days, collecting rainwater is a good alternative.

Source: http://www.sodis.ch/methode/anwendung/index_EN
MORE REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE PORTABLE SOLAR POWER

- Portable solar products let you study later at night for an improved education.
- It also gives you the power to choose your own working hours, for a thriving business.
- Many can even charge cell phones so you can stay in touch with loved ones.
- There’s no need to buy fuel or batteries as the battery charges off the sun, which is free, saving you time and money.
- Portable solar products are safer than other lighting solutions because they do not negatively affect your health (like kerosene) and they won’t cause fires (like candles).
- Portable solar products are good for your community as they help to reduce pollution (you don’t have to throw out old batteries anymore).

TIPS FOR USING YOUR PORTABLE SOLAR PRODUCT

- To make the most out of your portable solar product, you need to leave the solar panel in direct sunlight, storing the battery and light safely.
- Move your solar panel out of shady areas to ensure it gets the maximum charge.
- If the solar panel is dirty, wipe it clean with a soft cloth, to ensure it absorbs more energy.

Portable solar products should be reliable, affordable, and warranted. For a list of quality-verified solar products visit the Lighting Africa website: www.lightingafrica.org/products
FIND OUT MORE!

If you want to join the 35 million people across Africa that already use clean, affordable, solar-powered lighting and energy, find out more at www.lightingafrica.org/products.

You can find information on products that have been quality-verified and are warranted.

www.lightingafrica.org/products